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By Georgia Clark

Simon Schuster Ltd, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. A feisty, feminist fairy tale.Atmospheric Caroline Kepnes, author of YOU Best friends Evie,
Krista and Willow are just trying to make it through their mid-twenties in New York. They re regular
girls with typical quarter life crises: making it up the corporate ladder, making sense of online
dating, and making rent. Until they come across Pretty, a magic tincture that makes them, well
.gorgeous. With a single drop, each young woman gets the gift of jaw-dropping beauty for one
week, presenting them with unimaginable opportunities to make their biggest fantasies come true.
But there s a dark side to Pretty, too, and as the gloss fades for these modern-day Cinderellas, there
s just one question left: what are they prepared to sacrifice?Praise for The Regulars: Wonderfully
entertaining debut, full of magic and heart Scott Westerfeld, New York Times bestselling author of
UGLIES and ZEROES Take just one drop of THE REGULARS and you ll be hooked: this is compulsive
reading from a bright new voice Brenda Bowen, author of ENCHANTED AUGUST A feisty, feminist
fairy tale.Atmospheric and confident Caroline Kepnes, author of YOU Sexy, fast-paced...
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This pdf is indeed gripping and exciting. it was writtern quite completely and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
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